Abstract. By supplement appropriate internal displacement field on the nodal displacement of the element, the complementary of displacement polynomial can be increased, so the accuracy of element can be improved and the element may be more insensitive to mesh distortion. But in order to keep compatibility of source element, internal displacement field should be researched according to different source elements. In this paper, based on generalized conforming theory, the third quadrilateral area coordinate method QACM-III was used to develop universal form for plane elements. This universal internal displacement field can be used easily for those plane elements formulated with QACM-III.
Introduction
Isoparametric coordinate method was used widely for developing quadrilateral elements for its convenience in formulation especially for those conforming elements. By using isoparametric coordinate, compatible elements can be developed much more easily than using Cartesian coordinate. But it has been proved that those conforming elements may exhibit over stiffness because of excessive constraints on element sides which are used to ensure convergence. For improving the performance of conforming elements, in 1973, professor Wilson [1] developed the famous incompatible element Q6 by supplement internal displacement field for Q4 element. Compared with Q4 element, new element Q6 can satisfy quadratic complementary about isoparametric coordinate, so it exhibits more accurate in simulating the beams under pure bending. But its internal displacement field only can keep conforming at element nodes, so Q6 can not present exact solution of patch test for irregular quadrangles. In 1976, Taylor [2] modified the internal displacement field of Q6 by using numerical integral method and developed element QM6, which can pass the patch test and still keep high accuracy. Although it is successful in formulation of QM6, but method of numerical integration may be difficult to be used for other incompatible elements.
Based on generalized conforming theory, a universal form of additional internal displacement field was developed by using isoparametric coordinate method [3] . This universal form can be used easily for improving the performance of quadrilateral plane elements.
Because of nonlinear relationship between isoparametric coordinate and Cartesian coordinate [4] ，the complementary of displacement polynomial would descend rapidly when the elements degenerated to irregular quadrangles, and then accuracy would degraded seriously, Long et al. [5, 6] developed the first kind of quadrilateral area coordinate QACM-I to overcome this problem. After this, the second kind and the third kind of quadrilateral area coordinate named QACM-II [7] and QACM-III [8] were developed as the supplement of QACM-I. Those elements formulated with quadrilateral area coordinates exhibit good accuracy and insensitivity to mesh distortion [9, 10] .
Most of these new elements formulated with quadrilateral area coordinate methods can present exact solution for patch test, but some of them are the same as Q6 element, Chen et al. [11] researched different methods to make them pass the patch test. In this paper, a universal form of internal displacement field was formulated by using QACM-III based on generalized conforming theory. This universal form can be used easily for those elements formulated with QACM-III, and it would improve the property without changing the compatibility of source elements.
Introduction of QACM-III
The two-component area coordinates are specified by T1 and T2, which are defined as
Where A is the area of the element; S 1 and S 2 are the generalized areas of ∆P42 and ∆P13.
The relationship between QACM-III and Cartesian coordinates is as follows:
And the relationship between QACM-III and isoparametric coordinates is as follows:
The transformations of the derivatives of the first order can be written as 
Internal displacement field of QACM-III
The universal form of internal displacement field in QACM-III can be assumed as:
Where 012 ,, λλλ are undetermined parameters, and , nm are arbitrary natural numbers. In order to pass the patch test, the incompatible energy at element sides induced by internal displacement filed should be zero, then the conforming conditions that internal displacement field should be satisfied are as follows. The other undetermined parameter can be derived out as: 
The universal form of internal displacement of QACM-III can be simplified as follows:
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Then any polynomial which can satisfy the patch test can be formulated with Eq.17. Some special terms of internal displacement field are presented as follows. These polynomials can be used as the internal displacement field for those plane elements formulated with QACM-III, and if the nodal displacement can satisfy the conforming condition, the new element would pass the strict form of patch test.
Conclusions
Proper internal displacement field can increase the complementary of polynomial for finite elements, then the accuracy and convergence would be increased significantly, and the elements would be more insensitive to mesh distortion. In this paper, universal polynomial forms of quadrilateral area coordinate QACM-III are formulated for those plane elements developed with the same coordinate method. Quadratic and cubic polynomials are presented as examples for other researchers.
